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Corporate heritage brands:
Mead’s theory of the past

Bradford T. Hudson
School of Hospitality Administration, Boston University, Boston,

Massachusetts, USA, and

John M.T. Balmer
Brunel Business School, Brunel University, London, UK

Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to explore the mechanisms of consumer behaviour relating to
corporate heritage brands. The aim is to clarify the internal logic of the brand heritage concept, and to
build on the extant literature to provide a solid foundation for further scholarship regarding corporate
heritage brands.

Design/methodology/approach – This conceptual paper adapts a theory about the role of the past
in human behaviour, which was first developed by the pioneering sociologist George Herbert Mead, to
the realm of consumer behaviour and heritage brands. The authors illustrate several principles in
practice and develop a framework based on a taxonomy of heritage effects. The analysis offers
clarification about the relationship of this framework to a variety of historically-related topics in prior
literature, including authenticity and nostalgia.

Findings – This paper explains why and how corporate heritage brands appeal to consumers. The
authors suggest that brand heritage encourages the engagement of consumers with the history of the
brand, or the engagement of consumers with history through the brand. The former is operative in
defining the identity of the brand alone, while the latter is also operative in defining the identity of the
consumer.

Practical implications – Executives and consultants may use the framework to recognise and
classify different types of heritage phenomena, and thereby develop more effective corporate
communications for older companies.

Originality/value – This is the first time that the Mead theory has been applied to corporate
heritage brands.

Keywords Brands, Identity, Heritage, History, Authenticity, Nostalgia

Paper type Conceptual paper

1. Introduction
Brand heritage has been a leitmotif within the marketing canon for at least three
decades (Smith and Steadman, 1981), while the notion of corporate brands has evolved
over the past twenty years (Balmer, 1995, 1998). However, it is only recently that the
more specific idea of corporate heritage brands has entered the corporate marketing
management lexicon.

Interest in the concept of corporate heritage brands dates back to the work of a
triumvirate of scholars, who first identified the notion and articulated some of the key
characteristics of the corporate heritage brand construct via their scrutiny of
monarchies as corporate brands (Balmer et al., 2006). A year later, a second paper
provided a more substantive scrutiny of the corporate brand heritage phenomenon
(Urde et al., 2007). Since then, scholarly interest in the territory has begun to burgeon
(Blombäck and Brunninge, 2009; Hudson, 2011; Wiedmann et al., 2011).
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While we recognise that extant scholarship has greatly advanced our
understanding of customer preference and management action in this area,
nonetheless many tangential questions remain unanswered. Perhaps most
importantly, the fundamental mechanisms of consumer behaviour relating to
heritage brands remain elusive.

We hope to contribute to this topic by adapting a relatively obscure theory about the
role of the past in human behaviour, which was first developed by the pioneering
sociologist George Herbert Mead (1929, 1932). Drawing on his ideas, we conceptualise
why and how corporate heritage brands, and more especially their historical
dimensions, appeal to consumers. We also offer a framework, based on a four-part
taxonomy of heritage effects, which can assist practitioners in developing more
effective corporate communications for older companies.

Although the primary focus of this article is corporate heritage brands per se, there
are many corporate-level constructs relating to the past (Balmer, 2011a). We believe
that Mead’s theory is also of considerable utility in understanding other
historically-related concepts, such as authenticity and nostalgia.

In communications terms, researchers have observed that the corporate
communications and corporate design strategies of long-established companies
habitually – through one or more of their outward-directed formal corporate
communications channels – make reference to organisational provenance or history. In
certain instances, the aforementioned are emblematic of a category of institution whose
brands can be characterised as corporate heritage brands. These are brands which
have bona fide heritage characteristics and whose strategic positioning is informed by
corporate brand heritage or corporate identity heritage (Balmer, 2009, 2011a, b; Balmer
et al., 2006; Hudson, 2011; Urde et al., 2007).

2. Mead’s theory of the past
George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) was a pioneer of the sociology discipline. Although
his scholarship is almost a century old, much of it remains valid and useful for
contemporary scholars (Stryker, 2008). A search of recent academic literature yielded
more than 1,000 articles that cite Mead, including more than 800 in sociology and more
than 175 in business journals.

Mead is best known for his contributions to the theory of symbolic interactionism.
This suggests that an individual develops a sense of self through reflection about and
comparison to external people, entities or objects (Mead, 1934). In the marketing and
consumer behaviour literature, Mead has been cited repeatedly on the subject of
symbolic interactionism (Goulding, 1999; Leigh and Gabel, 1992; Reed, 2002; Schouten,
1991; Solomon, 1983) and related topics such as identity (Belk, 1989; Christensen and
Askegaard, 2001; Mittal, 2006).

While Mead is less well known for his theory of the past, it has been suggested that
his thoughts about the historical process inform his other work (Adam, 1990; Flaherty
and Fine, 2001). For Mead, time was a fundamental component in his larger effort to
understand identity. He argued that events and people in the past, including prior
versions of oneself, serve as points of comparison in the process of symbolic
interaction. As subsequent scholars have observed, “Mead shows us that the self is
above all a temporal process” (Flaherty and Fine, 2001). This has influenced some to
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conclude that we should “reconceptualise human agency as a temporally embedded
process of social engagement, informed by the past” (Emirbayer and Mische, 1998).

The Mead theory of the past has received some attention in the discipline of
sociology (Adam, 1990; Bergmann, 1992; Emirbayer and Mische, 1998; Flaherty, 1987;
Flaherty and Fine, 2001; Luckmann, 1983; Urry, 1996). Of particular interest is an
article by sociologists Maines et al. (1983) that proposes a four-part model to amplify
the Mead theory of the past, as it applies broadly to human behaviour. Their model
serves as the foundation for our own typology, which is applicable more specifically to
the field of consumer behaviour and the concept of heritage brands.

To date, Mead’s theory of the past has received little attention in marketing and
consumer behaviour literature. Notable exceptions include a discussion of the role of
possessions in personal identity (Belk, 1990) and a literature review related to
temporality in financial services (Gibbs, 1998). As such, we believe that the framework
below offers an important new perspective on the dynamics of heritage brands.

3. Applying Mead to corporate heritage brands
In this section, the sociological perspectives of the past articulated by Mead (1929,
1932) and Maines et al. (1983) are applied to the corporate heritage brand construct.
Using this prior scholarship as a theoretical foundation, we have developed a
conceptual model with four dimensions of corporate heritage brands. These will be
discussed in turn by means of proffering an explanation, verification and illustration
for each.

3.1 Structural heritage
3.1.1 Explanation. This dimension refers to the historical process as commonly
understood, viz the progress of time in sequential fashion. The nature of the present
depends on the outcome of events that occurred in the past, which cannot be altered.
Structural heritage involves a succession of causation from past to present. If
considered in a legal or institutional sense, this is consistent with a legacy that
legitimises ownership or a precedent that provides authorisation for action.

3.1.2 Verification. Claims of differentiation or superiority on behalf of heritage
brands are validated by the existence of a pedigree connecting the current company to
the moment of origination and the people instrumental in establishing the company. It
may also be evidenced through references to pioneer status within an industry or
product category.

3.1.3 Illustration. Practical examples of structural heritage abound within many
industries and sectors. For instance, some companies refer to founding dates in
corporate marketing communications or in packaging design, such as the phrase
“Fondé en 1743” (Founded in 1743) on labels of Moët et Chandon champagne bottles or
the phrase “Established 1820” on bottles of Johnnie Walker Whisky. Companies also
frequently employ representations of their founders. Examples include the appearance
of Colonel Sanders in the logo for KFC restaurants, or the image of Samuel Cunard that
is prominently featured in historical displays aboard Queen Mary 2 (Hudson, 2011).
Corporate websites often refer to founders in sections devoted to their history. A film
from the German coffee producer Melitta shows the company’s original location and
also accords prominence to the founder, Melitta Bentz (Blombäck and Brunninge,
2009). Universities also do much of the same. Consider the College of William and Mary
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in Virginia, which has recently introduced a ceremony in which the institution’s Royal
Charter is declaimed (Balmer, 2011a).

3.2 Implied heritage
3.2.1 Explanation. This dimension describes the characteristics of the past that may be
inferred or understood from present conditions. As in the structural dimension, the
objective past involves a progression of causation from past to present, but in this case
the circumstances of the present provide verification of the past. In an institutional
sense, if an organisation is vibrant and respected in the present, then it must have
existed and developed during the past in a manner that explains its current status. The
present characteristics of the brand logically require that these attributes emerged
during the past, and support the construction of realities that explain causation in the
development of the related company. Heritage is expressed by displaying current
attributes that imply historical antecedents, by demonstrating congruence between
current attributes and historical attributes, or by describing patterns of
accomplishment across time. This dimension may also be indicated by references to
the age of a brand. As Desai et al. (2008) noted, longevity alone may act as a signal or
substitute for more substantial measures of performance. In certain situations,
corporate brand survival for an extended period of time may generate veneration, even
where a firm’s accomplishment or the saliency of a corporate brand during the interim
is somewhat vague.

3.2.2 Verification. Claims of differentiation or superiority by the firm are validated
through statements of longevity, or demonstrations of continuity between past and
present.

3.2.3 Illustration. Practical examples of implied heritage include recent centennial
events orchestrated by corporate brands such as Disney, Ford, Fortnum and Mason, or
Whirlpool. Implied heritage may also be signalled by referencing an historic artefact
linked to brand identity. For example, the original silver trophy presented to Samuel
Cunard upon completion of his first transatlantic voyage in 1840 is displayed aboard
the new Cunard ship Queen Mary 2 (Hudson, 2011). Corporate visitor centres are often
created to showcase such items, as exemplified by museums for Harley-Davidson in
Milwaukee, Bentley in Crewe, and Mercedes-Benz in Stuttgart. Implied heritage is also
exemplified by anniversary celebrations for other types of organisations, such as
Cambridge University. The British monarchy has been adept at reintroducing and
reinvigorating rituals and ceremonies that seek to bolster the Crown’s historical
associations (Balmer, 2009).

3.3 Reconstructed heritage
3.3.1 Explanation. This dimension suggests that our relationship to the past is
interpretive and our understanding of prior events is enhanced through contemplation.
The process is interactive and may involve not only re-classification of the past
resulting from comparison to the present, but also re-conceptualisation of the present
through comparison to a reconstructed past. This idea is similar to aspects of heritage
discussed by Lowenthal (1998). The process may also involve a conclusion that the
past was somehow superior to the present, which may be accompanied by an affective
reaction in the form of sentimental or nostalgic feelings (Maines et al., 1983).
Reconstructed heritage usually involves an invitation to compare past and present,
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which may be explicitly communicated or may be implied through the asynchronicity
of images and other references. The brand or its subsidiary products become
associated with idealized qualities that are superior to those in modern products or in
the current experience of consumers. This can be discussed in the context of the work
of Belk et al. (1989) and Holt (2004), who have averred that brands can have significant
symbolic roles in our contemporary society where change is ongoing and rapid. It has
been noted within the identity literature that heritage brands are attractive because
they appear to be invariable in an increasingly variable world (Balmer, 2011b).

3.3.2 Verification. Claims of differentiation or superiority by the firm are validated
by the familiar or reminiscent character of the brand or its associated products.

3.3.3 Illustration. A commonly cited example of reconstructed heritage is the new
Volkswagen Beetle, which was introduced in 1998 with design elements reminiscent of
the original Beetle that became a cultural icon during the 1960s (Brown et al., 2003).
The success of the new Beetle inspired similar efforts by other automobile
manufacturers, including the new Mini by BMW (Simms and Trott, 2006).
Reconstructed heritage may also be found in packaging design and the design of
consumer environments. The former is illustrated by the plastic version of the classic
Coca-Cola hourglass bottle, while the latter is exemplified by the interior decor of newly
built Cunard ships that is reminiscent of classic vessels from the past (Hudson, 2011).

3.4 Mythical heritage
3.4.1 Explanation. This dimension refers to fictitious inventions that offer an “aura of
reality” through their contextual relevance, and constitute “part of the consensual basis
of truth” in “shared consciousness” (Maines et al., 1983). These often harken back to a
“Golden Age” in which human relations and natural conditions are idealised or
romanticised (Lowenthal, 1985; McCracken, 1988). Mythical heritage refers to pasts
that are partly or wholly fictitious, and which facilitate the projection or escape of
consumers into imaginary worlds that relate to the brand. Mythical heritage is often
expressed through fantasy or illusion, especially within communications narratives or
the design of environments and products. This is where faux heritage is most evident
and appropriate.

3.4.2 Verification. Claims of differentiation or superiority by the firm are validated
by the archetypal, universal or quintessential nature of brand attributes.

3.4.3 Illustration. Mythical heritage is often expressed through vintage design
elements within products and consumer environments. Examples of the former include
vehicles from Chrysler such as the PT Cruiser, which are reminiscent of Hot Wheels
toys (Brown, 1999). A prominent example of the latter is provided by the Main Street
arcade at the Disney Magic Kingdom, which is reminiscent of a small American town
of yesteryear. Mythical heritage may also be invoked through marketing
communications. This is exemplified by recent print advertisements for the Cunard
Line, which promised that “each Cunard voyage will take you back to the Golden Age
of Ocean Travel, when timeless elegance and refined British traditions ruled the day”
(Hudson, 2011). Of course, the British Monarchy has made considerable recourse to
mythical heritage in terms of its own positioning. Consider the introduction of
seemingly ancient ceremonies by the Crown, which were in fact new, and which led
Hobsbawm (1983) to propose the notion of “invented tradition.” The British Crown’s
adoption of the brand (dynastic) name of Windsor is a prime example of
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communicating a mythical heritage. Although the British Monarchy had strong
Teutonic family ties and was closely linked to the House of Hanover, the introduction
of the Windsor brand communicated a faux English heritage. This was important
during the first war with Germany, when many in Britain viewed the monarchy with
considerable suspicion due to its dynastic names Saxe-Coburg and Gotha (Balmer,
2009).

4. Corporate heritage brands: a unifying framework
The four dimensions detailed above – structural heritage, implied heritage,
reconstructed heritage, and mythical heritage – constitute a unifying conceptual
framework for corporate heritage brands. This is shown in Figure 1, which includes a
summary of descriptive attributes and provides a mnemonic sequence to assist
recollection.

The grouping of different types of heritage into an integrated typology suggests the
need to explore the similarities and differences between these types. In this regard,
several points deserve clarification.

4.1 Heritage conveys permanence and can infer strength and stability
Structural heritage and implied heritage both convey permanence and perpetuation,
and generate associations with stability and strength. Consumers may select such
brands because these attributes suggest that associated products can be trusted for
their utility and quality. In such cases, the age or history of the brand serves as an
indicator of its other characteristics, in manner consistent with an extrinsic cue (Desai
et al., 2008).

Figure 1.
A framework for brand
heritage
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4.2 Founding dates have different meanings in different dimensions
Although structural heritage and implied heritage may both refer to the founding dates
of companies, two different dynamics are in play. In structural heritage, founding dates
serve as signals of origin and precedence. In implied heritage, founding dates serve as
starting boundaries for determining the duration of existence, and the operative factors
are longevity and development during the interim.

4.3 Heritage often involves idealised and romanticised versions of history
Reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage both involve idealised and romanticised
versions of history that are explicitly understood to be diversions from or
interpretations of the objective past. Consumers may select such brands because
their attributes facilitate the alleviation of present concerns, the escape from present
constraints, or the indulgence of a desire for adventure or amusement.

4.4 Some types of heritage can be differentiated on the basis of personal experience
Although reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage may both involve
retrospection, they can be differentiated on the basis of personal experience. Some of
the mythical examples mentioned earlier have been inspired by real events or places,
but the originals have not been personally experienced or observed by the consumers
in question. It is not the absence of reality in these products that designates them as
mythical, but rather the absence of reality in the experience of related consumers.

4.5 Mythical heritage does not require historical comparison
In reconstructed heritage, the mixture of historical and contemporary references
encourages comparison between past and present. In mythical heritage, such
asynchronicity may be present, but it is irrelevant. Genuine historical references are
embedded in the mythical past merely to provide contextual recognition. The
juxtaposition and comparison of different time periods is not a necessary functional
component of the mythical past.

4.6 Mythical heritage may involve design elements that are not genuine
Vintage design may be employed in support of any of the four heritage dimensions.
However, design in mythical heritage is disconnected from particular brand
antecedents. Such products are not direct updates of older models, but rather
fanciful creations based on nonspecific stylistic elements that evoke a bygone era.

4.7 Only some types of heritage effects are “retro”
All four types of heritage involve consideration of the past. However, structural
heritage and implied heritage both involve a viewpoint or action sequence from past to
present. Conversely, reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage both involve a
viewpoint or action sequence from present to past. In other words, the former two are
prospective, while the latter two are retrospective. Thus, while all older products reflect
heritage dynamics, not all older products can be properly deemed “retro.” Only
reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage are examples of the retro phenomenon.
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4.8 The four dimensions of heritage can be divided into two metacategories – innate
heritage and projected heritage – which are differentiated by the object of heritage effects
Structural heritage and implied heritage refer solely to the identity of the brand and its
inherent characteristics, while reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage also involve
the identity of the consumer who is external to the brand. The former may be termed
innate heritage, while the latter may be termed projected heritage. In projected heritage,
individuals seek to understand themselves through their engagement with the past. As
consumers, they project their own identity onto the brand and employ the brand as an
instrument of existential definition. Brands therefore serve as “symbolic resources for the
construction of identity” (Elliott and Wattanasuwan, 1998). Similar phenomena have
been observed in relation to possessions (Belk, 1988, 1990; Csikszentmihalyi and
Rochberg-Halton, 1981; McCracken, 1988; Solomon, 1983) and the behaviour of collectors
(Belk et al., 1989; Slater, 2001). This also relates to scholarship regarding identity myths
(Holt, 2004; Thompson, 2004; Thompson and Tian, 2008).

4.9 All four dimensions of heritage may be evident in a single brand
The dimensions in our framework represent ideal types that are frequently interwoven
with ambiguous boundaries that may not be easily differentiated in practice. This is
illustrated by the case of Cunard (Hudson, 2011). The silver trophy displayed aboard
the ocean liner Queen Mary 2 serves not only as evidence of the legacy of Samuel
Cunard (structural heritage), but also as a symbol of continuity across time. If the new
Cunard possesses the artefact, then it must be the same company that emerged more
than a century ago (implied heritage). Similarly, the elements of vintage design aboard
Queen Mary 2 appeal not only to older passengers who may have personal experience
with the original Queen Mary (reconstructed heritage), but also to younger consumers
who have romantic fantasies about classic ocean travel (mythical heritage).

5. Broadening the discussion: authenticity and nostalgia
The brand heritage phenomenon may usefully be considered relative to other
historically-informed concepts in marketing and consumer behaviour, namely
authenticity and nostalgia. These constructs have their own attendant literatures,
but it can be argued that the Mead theory of the past offers a unifying structure that
can also encompass these ideas.

5.1 Authenticity
The authenticity construct focuses on the dichotomy that may exist between the true
and false nature of people or objects. A key premise of authenticity is that originality is
not only legitimate and preferential but also, by inference, ethical. The subject of
authenticity represents a prominent line of scholarship in the marketing and consumer
behaviour canons (Alexander, 2009; Ballantyne et al., 2006; Belk, 1990; Belk et al., 1989;
Beverland, 2005, 2006; Gilmore and Pine, 2007; Goulding, 2000; Grayson and Martinec,
2004; Holt, 2002, 2004; Leigh et al., 2006; Peñaloza, 2000).

The reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage dimensions elaborated upon
earlier raise an important question about the nature of authenticity in heritage brand
scenarios. If authenticity is a measure or expression of original status, and if originality
is generally preferred, then why would consumers accept historical pastiche or
reproductions in relation to brands or products?
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The solution may be found in the idea that authenticity has two dimensions, namely
indexical authenticity and iconic authenticity. It has been suggested that “indexical
authenticity” refers to the distinction between genuine and counterfeit status (Grayson
and Martinec, 2004). This aligns with the structural heritage and implied heritage
dimensions, because the genuine status of brands can be determined by objective
evidence, such as patent documents or photographs.

In contrast, “iconic authenticity” refers to the degree of “verisimilitude” with an
ideal type (Grayson and Martinec, 2004). As such, the notion of iconic authenticity may
explain the consumer acceptability of historical reproductions, the appropriation of
selected heritage elements in new brands and products, and the creation of products
and brands in the spirit of an homage. This relates to literature that considers the
possibility of “constructed” or “staged” authenticity (Alexander, 2009; Chhabra et al.,
2003; Leigh et al., 2006). Iconic authenticity aligns with the reconstructed heritage and
mythical heritage dimensions, because genuine status is determined by consumers
who must subjectively perceive quintessential properties in the brand.

5.2 Nostalgia
Equally significant is the idea of nostalgia. This is a powerful construct, as it
encapsulates an individual or group yearning for the past. It represents a sentimental
cognitive recollection of yesteryear, or a penchant for objects or experiences that are
associated with a prior era. Nostalgia has been a recurrent topic within marketing and
consumer literature (Belk, 1990; Brown et al., 2003; Goulding, 2001; Havlena and Holak,
1991; Holbrook and Schindler, 2003; Sierra and McQuitty, 2007; Stern, 1992).

Nostalgia has been variously characterised as a romantic preference for antiquity, a
psychological disorder related to displacement and alienation, or an emotional coping
mechanism in reaction to dissatisfaction with the modern era. In a manner consistent
with Mead, it has also been suggested that nostalgia is operative in “constructing,
maintaining, and reconstructing our identities” and that “the essence of nostalgic
experience [is] to cultivate appreciative stances of former selves” (Davis, 1979, pp. 31-36).

Several variations of nostalgia are evident in brand heritage. The idea of personal
nostalgia refers to the recollection of events personally experienced earlier in life (Stern,
1992). This is illustrated by the pilgrimage of adults to their first elementary school. It
may also refer to memories about events in which the consumer was not directly
involved, but which were experienced second-hand at the time they occurred, for
example through media reports or cocktail party discussions. This is exemplified by
the reactions of older Americans to the death of Marilyn Monroe or older British
citizens to the funeral of Sir Winston Churchill.

In terms of our heritage construct, personal nostalgia is aligned with reconstructed
heritage, because it represents an affective response to real events that have personal
meaning for the consumer, and which are remembered either directly through lived
experience or indirectly through participation in the contemporaneous cultural milieu.
Brands, products or design attributes that existed during prior eras may serve as cues
for such recollections.

The idea of historical nostalgia refers to knowledge of the past as opposed to lived
experience. Real events are recalled in memory, but knowledge of such occurrences is
derived from historical writings, works of popular culture, or collective memory
(Halbwachs, 1992; Stern, 1992). Examples include the romantic portrayal of the
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Woodstock Festival by children of the baby boom generation who were not alive at the
time of the event, or the attraction toward undergraduate life at Oxford or Cambridge
(as characterised in films and television series) by those who never attended these
universities.

In terms of our heritage construct, historical nostalgia aligns with mythical heritage,
because it represents affective responses to events that are not part of the personal
experience of the consumer. This relates to literature regarding “vicarious nostalgia”
(Goulding, 2001). Brands, products or design attributes that existed during prior eras
(or which can be associated with these eras) may serve as cues for such effects.

The idea of utopian nostalgia is entirely fictional in character. It refers to events that
never occurred or places that never existed, but which could have or should have
occurred or existed during a mythical Golden Age (Boym, 1995). This may be
illustrated by a romantic longing to experience life at Camelot, as described in
Arthurian legend and as dramatized in theatre and film productions.

In terms of our heritage construct, utopian nostalgia aligns with mythical heritage,
because it represents affective responses to fictional events or mythical narratives that
are envisioned solely through the imagination. This relates to literature regarding
“synthetic” nostalgia (DaSilva and Faught, 1982). Brands, products or design attributes
that are connected to such narratives (or which create their own) may serve as catalysts
for such feelings.

6. Discussion
Our framework, along with the characterisation of corporate heritage brands detailed
in this article, aims to clarify the internal logic of the brand heritage concept, and aims
to build on the extant literature to provide a solid foundation for further scholarly
research regarding the dynamics of corporate heritage brands. The framework also
represents a tool that executives and consultants may use to recognise and classify
different types of heritage phenomena.

Our recent interactions with practitioners indicate that this model offers new insight
into the management of brands with a heritage, and is particularly useful in formulating
decisions about different communications approaches. Our typology clarifies the
complex conceptual and vernacular landscape upon which discussions about older
brands occur. Executives may use it to make explicit connections between the selection
of specific signals that are intended to trigger associations on the one hand, and the
cognitive and behavioural effects that they are hoping to induce on the other.

For example, the model suggests that references to company founders will produce
consumer associations with the firm and its products, and should be used to support
utility claims such as reliability or trustworthiness. Similarly, the model suggests that
references to contextual cues from historic eras are more likely to produce reactions
that are affective or introspective, and should be used to engage consumers in more
intuitive appeals. Differentiating these two approaches can have a meaningful
influence on decisions about images or narratives that may be employed in corporate
advertising and corporate communications generally.

7. Conclusion
This article has demonstrated that the theory of the past articulated by George Herbert
Mead (1929, 1932) and amplified by Maines et al. (1983) can be adapted to provide a
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unifying framework for the brand heritage concept. Our proposed typology is
comprised of four dimensions denoted as structural heritage, implied heritage,
reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage.

Structural heritage refers to occurrences in the past that condition the future and
provide precedent for claims by brands. Implied heritage refers to the past that is
implied by the current status of brands. Reconstructed heritage refers to the
remembrance of brands that were encountered earlier in the lifetimes of consumers.
Mythical heritage refers to historical brand elements that are fictitious, and which
facilitate the escape of consumers into imaginary scenarios. These four dimensions
represent ideal types that are frequently interwoven.

According to Mead, the interaction of the present and the past is integral to the
process of identity formation. In our adaptation for brand heritage, the dimensions of
structural heritage and implied heritage together form the innate heritage category,
which concerns the identity of the brand itself. The historical characteristics of the
brand serve as cues to influence buyer preference. In contrast, the dimensions of
reconstructed heritage and mythical heritage together form the projected heritage
category, which concerns both the identity of the brand and the identity of the
consumer. This involves the projection of personal identity onto the brand or its
associated products, and appropriation of the brand as an instrument of existential
definition.

Based on the findings of our article, the following alternative definition of corporate
brand heritage effects is hereby proposed:

Corporate brand heritage is an approach to corporate marketing that involves reference to the
past. It encourages the engagement of consumers with the history of the brand, or the
engagement of consumers with history through the brand. The former is operative in defining
the identity of the brand alone, while the latter is also operative in defining the identity of the
consumer. The corporate brand heritage concept encompasses a wide variety of historical
references in contemporary corporate marketing, including interpretations and faux
applications, provided that they relate to the brand and support the process of identity
definition. A heritage brand is a specific variant of this phenomenon, differentiated by an
organisational commitment to heritage and a strategic position that emphasises the past.

This characterisation and the related framework clarify the internal logic of the
corporate brand heritage concept, and provide additional foundation for further
scholarly research regarding the dynamics of corporate heritage brands. The
framework also represents a tool that executives and consultants may use to recognise
and classify different types of heritage phenomena. As such, it contributes to both
theoretical and practical endeavours related to the management of corporate heritage
brands.
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